Chairs designed with your personal
comfort and wellbeing in mind.

Dr. Hilary Jones

C O M FORT WITHOUT COMPRO M IS E

Repose specialists in
seating solutions
Repose is a family run business with over 100 years of combined experience in
manufacturing specialist seating, rise and recline chairs and complementary furniture.
We have developed a particular expertise in chair design and rise and recline systems
and are constantly innovating to bring you the very best fit and comfort in your chair.
All our models, from the traditional to the contemporary, are British made by fully
trained craftsmen, which is why we have the reputation we are so proud of and why
we are now asked to supply over 5000 chairs to the health and care sectors and
homes across the UK each year.
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Our suppliers can give you more detailed brochures and information about any
chair you are interested in or have a look at our website for more options:
www.reposefurniture.co.uk
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Why buy your chair
from Repose?
Perfect comfort
We are not like other furniture companies, we offer a fully bespoke
chair design service. Our rise and recline chairs can all be
handmade to your individual requirements. You will never experience
more support and comfort from a chair until you have your chair
hand made to your specifications. And it is not as expensive as you
may think.

Quality
We ensure you receive the highest standard in your new rise and
recliner, manufacturing all our chairs from a single factory base in
the midlands where we can quality check and control every process
and every chair through our business.

Peace of mind
We take time to research and identify the best suppliers, especially
of the mechanical and electrical components of our chairs and we
give you a two year warranty on all the electrical parts of your chair
for real peace of mind.
We want you to be confident that you are investing in a chair that
will give you years of satisfaction and comfort.

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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Homecare chairs
You can’t get more comfortable than
a Repose rise recliner chair!

All our rise and recline chairs,
come as standard with:

Fifteen years of developing and
manufacturing furniture in the UK
is demonstrated in the quality and
attention to detail in each chair, designed
specifically to your measurements and
personal requirements.

• A range of rise and recline
mechanisms to suit your needs
• High quality, medium or firm seat
foam to ensure a lifetime of support
• Side pocket and handset loop on
the right hand side

Fitting a chair individually to your needs
means you get the postural support that
is right for you, relieving pressure and
providing support where you need it,
making sure you sit and relax in perfect
comfort. This isn’t just about the right
chair height or seat depth; it is about
the right choice of chair back design,
the right foams and fibres used in the
chair and the right mechanisms so your
chair supports your daily living needs, and
this is the attention you get when you
order a Repose chair.
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• Castors on chairs designed for
under 25 stones
• Glides on chairs designed for 25
stones and above.

COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

• Adjustable filling in the back cushions to
provide improved lumbar support
• Tailored, fully upholstered scroll arm
• Available with complementary furniture.

Rimini deluxe

Rimini classic

• Padded and upholstered wings
• Three tiered, waterfall fibre back cushion

• Padded and upholstered wings
• Three tiered, waterfall fibre back cushion
• Adjustable filling in the back cushions to provide
improved lumbar support
• Upholstered scroll arm with carved knuckle in
either a light or dark wood
• Available with complementary furniture.

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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• Deep filled cushioning to promote
lower back position and stability
• Contoured, soft lateral support
cushions
• Tailored, fully upholstered scroll arm.

• Soft cushioned buttoned backrest
• Tailored, fully upholstered
scroll arm
• Available with complementary
furniture.

COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Westbury

• Cushions with padding that can be
adjusted for comfort

• Deep fibre filled backrest for
lumbar support and comfort

Marbella

Chepstow
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• Head and back support from soft fibre
filled cushions

• Full head support from a soft
wide cushion with filling that can
be adjusted for comfort
• Filling can be added to the back
cushion to provide improved
lumbar support
• Tailored, fully upholstered scroll
arm
• Available with complementary
furniture.

Things to think
about when
buying your chair
Dr Hilary has been advising on posture and pressure management
for over 30 years and these are some of the points he feels are
important to consider when purchasing a rise and recline chair to
contribute to your long term health, well-being and independence.

or have pressure care needs Repose can also fit more specialist
support into your chair.
• C
 onsider the mechanism in your chair, the rise to standing
position is invaluable for independent living but, what about
resting positions, do you want to be able to raise the footrest
separately from the back recline and need a dual mechanism; or
do you want to maintain a comfortable 90° back angle while the
chair reclines and need a tilt in space mechanism?
Our trained suppliers will help you with all these important decisions
and make sure your chair meets all your individual needs, just ask
for their advice.

Think about how your chair supports every part of your body
in a position of comfort from your head to your toe:
• W
 ould you benefit from the addition of a head roll cushion for
comfort, especially in a reclined position?
• W
 hat level of support do you need in your chair back? A waterfall
back like the Rimini will allow you to change each cushion’s position
for personal comfort or a midline support cushion like the Chatham
will cushion the lower back and support it in a central and posture
positive position.
• Y
 ou could choose a heat pad in your chair for extra soothing warmth
or a full heat and massage system built into the back and seat of
the chair to help with muscle soreness or conditions like arthritis.
 epose provide a whole range of seat cushions to support a wide
• R
range of needs from high quality medium or firm foam cushions to
the luxury of a pocket sprung cushion. If you sit for long periods

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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• Additional fibre can be added to
back cushions to provide improved
lumbar support
• Simple upholstered and piped arm.

• Three tiered waterfall back cushion
• Fully upholstered and contemporary
arm design
• Wide arm rests
• Adjustable filling in the back
cushions for comfort and support
• Available with complementary
furniture.

COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Chatham

• Three tiered cushion waterfall back

Mayfair

Berkshire
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• Slim and contemporary wing design

• Full head support from the deep
head cushion
• Deep filled cushioning to help lower
back position and stability
• Contoured foam lateral supports
built into the back cushion
• Adjustable filling in the centre back
cushion for comfort and support
• Tailored, fully upholstered scroll arm
and wings.

• Combining sleek modern styling with posture
positive seating expertise

• Soft, rich fibre filled pillow back cushion
• Modern designed arm rests with
firm support
• Stylish arm design, edged
with piped detail.

Barcelona

Kingston

• Smooth, contemporary lines with
deep cushion comfort

• Reflex foam filled back cushion offers firm to
medium back support with exceptional comfort.

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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• Contoured firm foam lateral supports built
into the back cushion for deep comfort
and a fitted feel to the chair
• The deep soft fibre filled
head cushion can be
adjusted with additional
filling for your individual
comfort
• Also available with
removable back and 			
seat chaise
covers.

Bariatric chairs

Chatsworth
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• Designed for those who need
concentrated support to hold the back in
a posture positive midline position

• Our bariatric chair range in sizes up to a 35" seat
width
• Specially designed with waterfall back cushions
that can be adjusted with blockers and sleeves to
fully support posture for perfect comfort.
• Removable seat and back covers for easy care
and maintenance
• Gel and memory foam
fillers for deep leg
and seat comfort.
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Express chairs
Do you need a chair urgently?
Order our Luxury Express Chair today ....and it can be with you
in the next 24-48 hours.
We can deliver your new chair within two days to anywhere in England or Wales.
Just place your order before 11am and we will express your chair to you.
Contact us and we will explain how to place your order.
Our Luxury Express Chair is packed with comfort features
We have chosen our popular Rimini Classic design for our Luxury
Express Chair. The Rimini comes with three deep waterfall back
cushions that can be individually adjusted for your comfort.
We have built in this chair our deluxe pocket sprung cushion giving
you the ultimate comfort and the chair comes with matching arm and
headrest covers to protect the high wear areas of your chair.
The Single Motor Tilt in Space mechanism built into this chair ensures
a constant back angle and a smooth, comfortable recline and rise motion
for your chair.
Other design features include:
• Tailored, fully upholstered scroll arm
• Padded and upholstered wings
• Side pocket and loop for handset
• Full leg support is provided by a fixed chaise, seat and leg rest.
Choose your chair in one of four rich colours, bringing warm and
cosy comfort to your room.
See our website for more Express Chair options.
www.reposefurniture.co.uk

Champagne

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001

Cocoa

Moss

Wine
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Our fireside chairs
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• Three tiered waterfall back that
can be adjusted for your comfort
and for improved lumbar support
• Upholstered scroll arm and
padded wings.

• Sophisticated tailoring
• Elegant scroll arm and
traditional wing
• Soft cushioned button back
• Back and head support in one
carefully upholstered cushion.

COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Westbury fireside

• Sumptuous and deeply
comfortable chair

Marbella fireside

Rimini fireside

Our fireside chairs are designed to complement our rise and recliner range and to work as individual pieces for your home. Upholstered in
a wide range of fabrics or leathers these chairs will suit any room in the house from the bedroom to the study and can be ordered with a
matching footstool. Choose from light or dark wood carved legs in a Queen Anne or Contemporary Block style, ask for more details or refer to
our website: www.reposefurniture.co.uk

• Full head support from a soft,
wide cushion
• Split back cushion for posture
and lumbar support
• Cushion filling can be adjusted
for personal comfort
• Tailored, fully upholstered
scroll arm.

Beautiful chairs, stunning fabrics

Our rise and recline mechanisms

We offer an extensive range of fabrics from beautiful upholstery
fabrics through to leather, vinyl or our new Endurance Range of
hard wearing performance fabrics.

We can fit a wide variety of mechanisms into your chair, it depends on what
movement you require and size of the chair. The two options below are
our most popular mechanisms and show the different features available.
Your supplier will help you choose the right mechanism for your needs.

We also provide healthcare grade materials for easy care and
infection control: washable, wipe cleanable, Crib 5 and fabrics
with special properties such as Anti Bacterial, Anti MRSA, AntiMicrobial, Anti-Fungal and breathable.

Single Motor – Tilt in Space

Full tilt

Static position

Semi recline

Footrest horizontal

Fully reclined

The single motor mechanism means that the back reclines at the same
time as the footrest rises. The tilt in space means that a constant back
angle of 90° is maintained at all times through the movement.
Dual Motor – Tilt in Space

Full tilt

If you find a fabric you really like, remember we can also
manufacture chairs and sofas in matching fabrics to complete
your room.

Static position

Independent
back rest

Semi recline

Footrest horizontal

Fully reclined

Two motors mean the backrest and the footrest can be operated
separately. The Tilt in Space mechanism also allows the two to work
together maintaining the comfortable 90° angle throughout the reclining
movement.
For more information and to watch film clips showing these movements
and the other rise and recliner mechanisms we can fit into your chair go
to www.reposefurniture.co.uk

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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Seating options

Complementary furniture

Order your chair with your own choice of seat cushion to meet your
comfort and support needs.

We offer a range of complementary furniture to match our popular
rise and recliner chairs. The range includes single static chairs,
two seater sofas and three seater sofas.

Deluxe Pocket Sprung Cushion
Choose the ultimate in comfort:
our deluxe pocket sprung cushion.
The furniture makers choice, this
traditional seat cushion is constructed
with individual high tensile steel, coil springs in individual pockets
which allow them to slide up and down individually. The deep coil
springs give consistent support throughout the life of the chair and
provide lasting shape to the seat cushion.
Easiform Cushion
Our softest high grade foam cushion
with high quality Reflex foam filler for
gentle comfort.

We can also make a footstool to match your suite.

Firmaform Cushion
A good firm foam filler for your cushions
that provides a more supportive and firm
seat with a high quality filler from Reflex,
the foam specialists.

Removable arms

Models available: Marbella, Mayfair, Rimini Classic,
Rimini Deluxe and Westbury.

To help with pressure points if you sit for long periods of time we can
recommend specialist fillings from our healthcare range for your chair,
our website has full details on all of our cushion options. Just ask and
your order will be upgraded.
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For wheelchair users most of our models can be adapted with
a removable arm for ease of transfer.
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Safety devices and accessories

Heat and massage systems

We offer a range of accessories such as an anti entrapment
device, a 20 cycle back up unit in case electric supply is lost and a
rechargeable battery pack so you can use the chair anywhere in the
home without being connected to an electric point, see our website
for more details on all or safety devices.

We offer both heat only and heat and massage systems fitted into
your chair.

There is also a choice of additional covers for those high wear areas
to help protect and enhance the life of your furniture. Some of our
chairs also come with the convenient option of removable covers for
cleaning purposes, ask your supplier for details.

Zone 1
Upper back

Handset

Zone 2
Lower
back
Heat Pad
Zone 3
Upper thigh
Zone 4
Lower thigh
Zone 5
Calf Region

Head cover

Full length arm caps

Seat cover

Enclosure skirt

We believe our heat and
massage system from
Relaxor is the best on the
market. Massage pads are
built into the back, seat
and foot rest to massage
upper back, lower back,
upper and lower thighs
and calves. A heat pad is
placed in the bottom of the
back cushion for a
completely relaxing
experience.

Arm caps

Our heat only system comes with
two heat modules: one fitted into
the seat area of the chair and the
other comes as a loose cushion
heat pad that you can position for
your own comfort.

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001

HEAT SYSTEM
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Home to
hospital
If you need your chair to do a little
more, our healthcare range provides
additional care features to make your
life easier and more comfortable.
We have an extensive range of
healthcare chairs available,
please see our website
www.reposefurniture.co.uk
or contact us for a brochure.

Healthcare chairs
Each of the healthcare chairs from Repose have been
designed to provide adaptable and affordable care
solutions that give health professionals the options
they need to meet the very specific requirements of the
people they care for.
Repose put the power in practitioner’s hands to
build their own solutions with choices in chair backs,
pressure cushions and health grade fabrics; and with
the Multi Range the ability to continue to adapt and
change the chair to meet changing care needs or to
fit the chair for someone new, providing a sustainable
option.
Repose have invested in researching and developing
their healthcare chairs and this is demonstrated in
their focus on pressure management and the range of
individually constructed seat cushions that address a
host of specific issues. Repose also use their expertise
in recline technology to ensure that people who are sat
for long periods can easily and comfortably change
their position, relieving pressure on bony prominences
and the weight on hip and knee joints.
Whether you are nursing at home, in a residential
home or in a healthcare environment Repose chairs
carefully balance all this functionality with a range of
designs to fit any setting.
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• Removable seat cover for easy care and maintenance
• Back cushions that can be adjusted and positioned
for perfect comfort
• A choice of back cushion styles designed for specific
support needs
• Upgrade to a lateral back cushion for firm midline back
support
• Available in healthcare grade fabrics.

Flexi porter

Multi c-air

• Specialist seat cushions for pressure care management

• A porter chair with a host of mobility, safety and support
features
• Three tiered waterfall back that can be individually positioned
for support and comfort
• Adjustable seat depth, seat angle and back position to fit
the chair to the user
• Cushions upholstered in a multi stretch, vapour permeable
fabric, washable up to 95°
• Memory foam seat cushion for enhanced pressure management
• Available in three sizes.

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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• With all the flexibility of our range of interchangeable back
cushions and pressure care seat cushions

• A rubber grip handle and heavy duty lockable castors
make this chair fully mobile to support easy portering
• Optional rechargeable battery pack to use the chair in any
room or outdoor space without losing the rise and 		
recline functionality.
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Broadway

Madison

• In-built with an electric Dual Tilt in Space mechanism to
both recline and to lift and rise the chair supporting a user
to a full standing position

• Built with an electric recline function, controlled from a
handset, to tilt the position of the chair and elevate the legs
• Also with an independent manual tilt action to change the
user’s position to help pressure management
• Adapt the Broadway to meet individual needs with five
different interchangeable waterfall or lateral back styles 		
and a range of pressure cushions
• Adjust the seat height from 17” to 23” and the foot-plate
for the individual to ensure support and comfort when 		
sitting or being portered.
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• With the option of a rechargeable battery pack this chair is
fully mobile and can be used anywhere
• A completely flexible design with choices of five back styles,
head cushions and head rests and our full range of pressure
care seat cushions
• The leg rest comes with a full memory foam cover for the
ultimate support and comfort.

• Making the most of available space, the compact Stargazer
allows rooms to become multi-functional; providing 		
comfortable seating by day and additional bed spaces for 		
visitors whenever they are needed

Stargazer

Brooklyn

• Putting comfort in easy reach this chair comes with an electric
recline function that allows the user to change their own 		
reclined position and leg elevation

• Modern design and colour choices that will complement any
environment
• Three highly versatile positions with a simple two step
movement to quickly transform the chair into a lounge chair 		
and into a full adult length flat bed
• Smooth flow pull and push action
• Fully washable, bleach cleanable, anti-MRSA vinyl upholstery

• Built in castors for ease of movement for cleaning purposes.

www.reposefurniture.co.uk Tel: 0844 7766001
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Guarantees
All Repose chairs come with:
• Two year electrical warranty on rise and recliner mechanisms
• One year warranty on upholstery and frames*.
* Full terms and conditions are available on request.

Recommended supplier:

Repose Furniture Ltd.
Attwood House, Cokeland Place
Cradley Heath, West Midlands B64 6AN
Tel: 0844 7766001
Fax: 0844 7766002
Email: info@reposefurniture.co.uk

www.reposefurniture.co.uk
Registered Company Number: 03727157 © Copyright 2014
Repose Furniture Ltd reserves the right to modify or change the specification without prior notification.
For terms and conditions of sale and or agreement please refer to your stockist.

